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Patterns of the fractal dimension evolution of magneto-optical images

of magnets after exposure to a pulsed field
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The results of fractal analysis of images of the surface of a permanent magnet NdFeB (N35 brand) obtained by

the polar Kerr effect method using an indicator bismuth-containing ferrite-garnet film after magnetization reversal

by a pulsed field of 0.1−2 T are presented. Two different methods of changing the magnetic field are used:

sequential change in the magnitude of the magnetic pulse and magnetization to saturation before each acting pulse.

A correlation between the form of the field dependences of the fractal dimension of the profile of magneto-optical

images of the magnet surface DL(H) and the corresponding dependences Mr(H) is established. The obtained data

are compared with the results of a similar fractal analysis of the KC37 (SmCo) magnet.
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1. Introduction

Currently, fractal analysis is widely used in materials

science to describe and compare structures with complex

geometries. In [1–3] the fractal dimension is used to

describe the surface structure of magnetic materials at the

nano- and microlevel, followed by establishing correlations

with their hysteresis characteristics. The authors [4], while

studying the evolution of the labyrinth domain structure

(DS) of magnetic materials, described the morphogenesis

of the labyrinth DS in external magnetic field, suggesting

that each of its stages corresponds to a certain value of the

fractal dimension. In development of the paper [3] in [5] the
results were presented of fractal analysis of magneto-optical

(MO) images of the surface of a permanent magnet (PM)
KC37, visualized using an indicator bismuth-containing

ferrite-garnet film after remagnetization by a pulsed field

0.1−1.5 T. The obtained dependences of the relative

residual magnetization on the magnitude of the external

pulsed field Mr(H) were compared with the fractal

dimension of MO images of the magnet surface after

exposure to the pulsed field. A correlation was established

between the type of field dependences of the fractal

dimension of the profile of MO images of the magnet

surface and the first derivative of the relative magnetization

with respect to the field dMr(H)/dH . Thus, it was shown

that there is a relationship between the nature of the change

in magnetization in pulsed field and the type of MO image

analyzed using the apparatus of fractal geometry.

2. Experiment

Experimental methods and quantitative analysis described

in papers [3,5] were applied in this study to obtain MO

images of the surface of PM NdFeB (grade N35) and

their fractal analysis. The main magnetic characteristics

of the studied PM N35 are: residual magnetic induction

B r = 1.2 T, maximum energy product BHmax = 281 kJ/m3,

which corresponds to typical characteristics of PM NdFeB,

including grade N35 [7]. The magnet sample under

study had the shape of a cylinder (heighth = 1mm, radius

r = 1mm), with the base in the basal plane, i. e. the axis

of the PM texture is directed along the generatrix of the

cylinder. The experiment on PM exposure to demagnetizing

pulsed field and recording MO images is described in detail

in [3]. In this paper an additional method of exposure to

pulsed field was also used, which can be described by the

following new scheme: before each PM exposure to the

demagnetizing pulsed field, the sample was magnetized to

saturation along the texture axis in pulsed field of 1.5 T.

The pulse width was 40µs, the field induction varied

from 0.25 to 1.5 T. Visualization of PM scattering fields

was carried out in several seconds after the pulse using

indicator uniaxial ferrite-garnet film using the polar Kerr

effect method. The own labyrinth DS film does not make

a significant contribution to the images, since its surface is

completely magnetized in the magnetic field.

It is known that the apparatus of fractal geometry is an

effective analysis tool in the case when the system behavior

is analyzed under changing conditions based on the analysis

of complex images [8–12]. Note that the earlier application

of fractal geometry to line structure patterns of the multi-

branched domains made it possible in [13] to determine the

values DL in the range 1.33−1.65 for garnet films. For fer-

rogarnet film, within the framework of the described model

of the remagnetization [14] the fractal domain clusters with

DL ≈ 1.7 were obtained. For MO images obtained during

remagnetization of PM KC37, in [5] the field dependences
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Figure 1. MO images of surface of permanent magnet grade

N35 after exposure to pulsed magnetic field using the first

demagnetization method: a) 1.025 T, b) 1.075 T; after exposure

to the second method: c) 1.025 T, d) 1.25 T. Images are shown to

the same scale.

of the fractal dimension with the maximum value DL ≈ 1.82

were determined in the vicinity of the coercive field.

In the present study as a result of experiments on

remagnetization of PM N35 in pulsed field, two series

of MO images were obtained. In the first experiment

(the first demagnetization method), the PM magnetized to

saturation was successively exposed to magnetic field pulses

of increasing magnitude in the opposite direction. After

each demagnetizing pulse the MO image of the sample

was recorded, image is formed by an indicator film (see
Figure 1, a and b). A similar experiment was performed

in [3] on samples of the KC37 magnet. In the second

experiment (second demagnetization method), the magnet

was magnetized each time till saturation with the pulsed

field and only after that was exposed to demagnetizing field

in the opposite direction. Thus, in this case, the initial state

of the PM before each exposure was the saturation state.

After each demagnetizing pulse the state of the magnet was

also recorded (see Figure 1, c and d).
To determine the relative magnetization and fractal

dimension, the images were first contrasted to binary (black
and white) one. Contrast was carried out in the open-source

software product GIMP by setting the color level (this
parameter varies from

”
0“ for black to

”
255“ corresponding

to white color), below which all pixels are considered

black, and above — white. For a series of MO images

analyzed in this paper, the threshold values were chosen

to be the same (color level = 120). The fractal dimension

was determined by the method of cubes counting. The

method for determining the fractal dimension is described in

detail in [1,3,5]. In the black-and-white images of Figure 1,

areas of opposite contrast correspond to sections of the

film magnetized in opposite directions. The saturation state

corresponds to MO image where PM plane is uniformly

colored and does not contain areas of reverse contrast. In

this case, the demagnetized state corresponds to images

where the number of white and black pixels coincides.

Relative magnetization was estimated from the difference

in areas of opposite contrast.

Figure 2 shows graphs of the field dependences of the

relative magnetization and the corresponding dependences

of the fractal dimension. Within each branch of the

hysteresis loop Mr(H), the fractal dimension DL has an

extremum near the coercive field, which is consistent with

the data of the paper [5]. Moreover, the extreme course

DL(H) is observed with both image acquisition methods.

The maximum values DL ≈ 1.82 correspond to MO images

with a complex branched configuration. Comparing the

graphs DL(H) for PM N35 and KC37 [5], it can be noted
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Figure 2. Dependences of the relative residual magnetization

Mr(H) (values are marked by squares) and the fractal dimension

of the profile DL(H) (values are marked by circles) on the

magnitude of the pulsed magnetic field a) at sequential change

in the magnitude of the pulse (the designations correspond to the

following directions of change in the external pulsed magnetic field:

� — 0 → Hmax → 0: ◦ — 0 → Hmax ; • — 0 → Hmin → 0; • —
0 → Hmin) and b) when exposed to pulses of various sizes from

saturation (µ0 — magnetic constant).
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that on the dependence DL(H) of the first magnet the

extremum has a narrower interval, which can be explained

by a higher degree of rectangularity of the hysteresis loop

of PM N35 compared to KC37. This difference is due to

the fact that remagnetization in magnets of N35 type is

carried out by the nucleation mechanism (for PM NdFeB

it is described, for example, in [15]), and in KC37 —
mainly due to the displacement of domain boundaries (for
PM SmCo it is described, for example, in [16]).

3. Conclusion

Using the example of PM N35, as previously in the case

of PM KC37 [5], data were obtained that allows one to

assert the existence of a correlation between the patterns

of behavior of the residual magnetization vs. magnitude

of the external pulse field and the fractal dimension of

the corresponding MO images. Considering that magnets

N35 and KC37 are characterized by different mechanisms

of remagnetization ([15,16]), the obtained result allows

us to apply the described method of fractal analysis to

wide class of permanent magnets. For example, in [17]
for various compositions of PM NbFeB (the samples differ

in doping additives), based on the analysis of images of

the microstructure, reflecting the misorientation of magnet

grains relative to the texture axis, obtained using scanning

electron microscope in the reflected electron diffraction

mode, values DL ≈ 1.75−1.78 for different orientations of

the observation surface (in the basal and prismatic planes).
At the same time, a composition was also found for which,

regardless of the scales under study (from 60 to 120µm),
the fractal dimension reaches value of 1.82, which is in

good agreement with both the results of this paper and the

results of [5] for alternative PM.
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